Know the details. act with precision.

In an industry where scrutiny is an art form, Professional Services firms need a relevant and reliable market edge to find new clients and best serve existing relationships. That edge comes from us—your essential intelligence of on-target information and actionable tools for strategic planning, assurance services, and integral risk management.

**Powerful Analytics**
Leverage our powerful analytics to help grow your firm’s business.

**Uncover potential business opportunities**
- Search and rank potential M&A targets or private placement investors based on detailed criteria
- Find companies in distress and screen against Credit Risk Indicators to evaluate credit worthiness
- Populate spreadsheets with financials, estimates, transactions, ownership, and market data for ease of use with our Excel® Plug-in to improve efficiency

**Enhance your valuation analyses**
- Access company fundamental data, adjusted for non-recurring charges, with click-throughs to source filings, to assess a company’s financial situation
- View S&P Global Ratings and utilize credit models to evaluate the creditworthiness of rated and non-rated companies
- Screen for investments, transaction history, bankruptcies, or filings to tailor your workflow

**Stay on top of market activity**
- Stay current on industry and market moving trends
- Use the Key Developments tool to look at lending facilities, financing terms, and more

**Deep Industry Data**
When it comes to analyzing complex business sectors, company financials alone don’t cut it. Confidently make your important decisions with our standardized, sector-specific metrics.

**Global Financial Institutions**
Essential banking data for 47,000+ financial institutions across the globe.

**Global Real Estate**
Comprehensive coverage of 1,000+ public and private real estate companies.

**Global Media**
Exclusive research and commentary covering pay-tv, broadcast, broadband, internet, content and media technology sectors in 80+ countries.

**U.S. Energy**
Detailed coverage of 11,500+ power plants and 100+ pipelines.

**Global Metals & Mining**
Coverage of 36,000+ properties and 12,000+ mining and exploration companies.

**Expand your knowledge**
You need specific training and materials to excel at your job. Executive conferences and expert training produced by our Knowledge Center are run year-round to deliver the essential insights you need to move you and your business forward.
About S&P Global Market Intelligence

S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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